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Product Descriptions
This is not an exhaustive list of products. Many more are available. Please call
or email for details.

Photographic Prints
Prints are created with printers that
expose light sensitive paper that is then
run through a chemical process. These are
real photographs, not inkjet prints.

Gallery Wraps
Fine Art Canvas Gallery Wraps arrive
complete and ready to hang on the wall the
moment they are received.
Gallery Wraps are available printed on a fine art
canvas using traditional canvas processes. With
photographic print Gallery Wraps, an actual
photographic print is created and its emulsion is
stripped, bonded to canvas and wrapped around
the wood frame.

Gallery Wraps (cont…)
Your image is printed larger than the final print size so that it can be wrapped around the wooden
frame. Imagine! Studios Gallery Wraps are made with real wood, and include a matte laminate to
protect the wrap from scuffs, scratches, and cracking. The laminate also provides UV light protection.

Standout Mounts
Standout is the perfect contemporary mounting

option that doesn’t require a frame to hang on the
wall. The sleek edges and sides of the Standout
mount can create a modern wall display with the
focus all on the image.
Standout is made from lightweight foam banded
with a Black edge and comes ready to display
with hanging holes on the backside.

Float Wraps
The Float Wrap is a new, unique option to
display images. Float Wraps are similar to
Gallery Wraps or Standout mounted prints in
that they add dimension by extending out from
the wall. Float wraps are unique in that they
appear to be floating on the wall with the main
focus on the image! Create a modern display
with a Float Wrap wall collage that is ready to
hang once removed from the box!
Float Wraps are created by wrapping the photographic print or canvas print around masonite to create
a thin wrap. The print or canvas is protected with a laminate and padding is added between the print
and the masonite to give the front of the Float Wrap a raised, elegant look and feel. The back of the
Float Wrap is complete with a black paper backing and a black 1½" thick gatorboard block that allows
the Float Wrap to extend out from the wall. The back of the block also contains drilled holes for
hanging. Or, if you’d prefer to display your Float Wrap on an easel, you can order your wrap without
the gatorboard block.

Metal Prints
The brilliance of our Metal Prints is
unparalleled! Using an innovative dye
sublimation process, your custom images
are printed directly onto high quality
aluminum for a clean and lasting finish.
Our Metal Prints show off vibrant colors
in a way no other medium can. Your most
captivating shots take on life-like depth
and dimension for an impressive display
that stands the test of time.
Metal Prints give your home décor an ultra-modern feel. Brighten up any
workspace with sleek, stylish, contemporary art. Create breathtaking scenes in a living room,
bedroom or office. No matter where they are displayed, Metal Prints will steal the show!
Display one Metal Print for a dramatic stand-alone statement. Group any amount together for an
attention-grabbing wall collage. We offer a variety of sizes ranging from 5x7 to 30x40 for endless
display possibilities.

